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Session Title: Autonomous supply chains – supporting the Frictionless Enterprise
Description:
In an age of increasingly complex corporate and customer structures, businesses are under constant
pressure to transform and upscale supply chain operations to remain competitive. Traditional, highly
manual operations have limited supply chain efficiency and multiple time-consuming interactions that
act as a roadblock to organizations. These impediments prevent organizations from responding quickly
to customer demands during volatile situations such as the global pandemic the world is currently
facing.
Today’s extraordinary circumstances and supply chain disruptions call for organizations to have a
renewed outlook on how businesses are run and upscaled, while also continuing to be cost-efficient
with reduced dependency on manual tasks. Adopting a n “autonomous supply chain” could help your
organization build a more resilient, integrated, and customer-centric supply chain function and support
the creation of a Frictionless Enterprise.
Join Jörg Junghanns at this session to learn how Capgemini’s Digital Supply Chain offer can help your
organization harness the power of new technologies and innovative, customer-centric business models
to realize an autonomous supply chain to deliver increased revenue, profitability, working capital, and
customer satisfaction.

